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Entered as second-class matter at the Haverford Post Office, Haverford, Pennsylvania, July 29,
1959, under the Act of August 24, 1912. Published four times a year, October, December,
March, June, by Haverford College, Haverford, Pennsylvania.
ABOUT THE COVER: "WRCV-FM relays this observation by a Haverford College professor of mathematics," relates the Norfolk (Va.) Virginian-Pilot: "The dramatic developments in the teaching of math at all
grade levels has produced one indisputable advantage—today, pupils have
progressed so far so fast that fathers are quite unable to help them with
their homework. Result: more correct answers than ever before." The
professor is our own Cletus Oakley, who tells the story of "new math"
in our lead article.—photo by Theodore Hetzel '28
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HAVERFORD BOOKSHELF: Textbooks, novels, compositions—all are
works by Haverford College faculty members. Among some of the new
volumes out within the last few months are these whose cover pages are
shown here. Reading clockwise from the upper left corner are the works
of the late William E. Lunt, Edwin B. Bronner, R. Wallace Brewster,
Philip W. Bell, A. Paul Hare, George Kennedy, John W. Spanier, Holland Hunter, William H. Reese, and John Ashmead.—photos by Griffith
Smith '65

The Politics of
Disarmament
A Study in
Soviet-American Gamesmanship
John W. Spanier
and Joseph L. Nogee

photo by 1 heodore Hetzel '28

by CLETUS 0. OAKLEY
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mathematics for , parents now being offered in so
many school systems? Or perhaps you would like to
join the regular classes of the 50,000,000 youngsters
who will scurry off to grades K to 12 in September. A
lot of them will be studying modern mathematics some
of which you never saw before and most of which will
be phrased in language you do not understand even
though you had the subject matter yourself when you
were in knee britches or pinafore.
What is the solution set which makes the open sentence x2 + 1 = 0 false? The answer, of course, is
{x x2 + 1 0). Do you realize that ( p A q) -+ p is a
tautology? Naturally. Well, you do know that the
integers, mod 3, form a field. So sorry. And practically
all third graders know that (1,2,3) n (2,3,4,5) =
{2,3}. A senior in high school can readily point to an
algebra (Boolean) in which 1 + 1 = 1 ( and, moreover, can tell you why this algebra is very useful in
electronics) or to an algebra ( matric ) in which
ab ha ( and, again, tell you why this algebra, in
which multiplication is not commutative, is of practical
importance in industry. )
But we get ahead of our story which began in 1939
when members of Haverford's mathematics department thought that it was high time to consider changes
in its curriculum.
It was our basic contention that it was a pity to
spend twelve grades in school and a year or two in
college and never become acquainted with any mathematics developed after Newton, say about the year
1667. All of the older, classical mathematics is good,
mind you, for once a theorem always a theorem quite
unlike some theories in some other disciplines. And a

mathematician must know a lot of this classical material.
But twice as much mathematics has been created in
the twentieth century as in all previous history—all of
it beautiful and much of it useful. Why should we not
try to incorporate some, at least, of this modern subject
matter into our courses and, at the same time, see to it
that modern mathematical language and symbols are
used throughout?
To this end we were about to turn our attention
when the war came and the project was held up until
1946 when we began in earnest with the preparation
of experimental notes for our freshman classes. Nine
years of experimentation, subject to the eagle eyes and
constant and valuable criticisms of students who
worked through the material, eventually led to the
publication in 1953, of the 'way-out-in-left-field-radically-new-text Principles of Mathematics by Allendoerfer and Oakley. As many of you will remember, I
am sure, Carl Allendoerfer '32, taught at Haverford
from 1938 to 1951 when he left to become professor
and executive officer of the department of mathematics, University of Washington. Throughout the
years, we have continued our collaboration. In 1959
another joint volume, Fundamentals of Freshman
Mathematics, was published. In April of this year a
brand new edition of Principles came out in a thoroughly revised form, which is even further out in left
field. ( It has been translated into Serbo-Croat and will
appear in an international edition to be printed in
Japan.)
1953 much has happened to mathematics both
here and abroad. At the suggestion of three of us
on the College Entrance Examination Board's
Mathematics Achievement Test Committee, the Board
set up a commission to study the problem of modernINCE
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Since 1934 Cletus Oakley has been a prime mover, and a rapid
one, on Haverford's campus. His Principles of Mathematics,
co-authored with Carl B. Allendoerfer '32 has just gone into
its second edition. The first sold far beyond expectations and
was influential in gaining acceptance for the new math he describes so lucidly in this article! A host of "guinea pigs" and
other friends share affection for him and pride in his work.

izing the high school curriculum. This was followed by
the School Mathematics Study Group ( SMSG ) whose
sample text books prepared by some 250 or more of
the nation's best mathematicians and mathematical
writers are now used in a very large number of
schools. The University of Illinois Committee on
School Mathematics ( UICSM ) materials are also in
wide use over the country in grades 9 to 12. And many
other groups and individuals have produced very
worthwhile experimental texts for the primary and
also for the secondary grades. Still others have worked
at the college level. The Mathematical Association of
America ( MAA) set up the Committee on the Undergraduate Program in Mathematics (CUPM ) in order
to help colleges strengthen their offerings. The National Science Foundation supports some of these activities, has backed two programs of the MAA to supply visiting lecturers to high schools and to colleges in
all fifty states, and supplies the funds for summer and
year institutes for the purpose of retraining teachers
so that they will be able to teach the newer kinds of
mathematics.
All told it adds up to a series of national undertakings which have resulted in a steady and measurable
advance in mathematical proficiency among students
and teachers at all levels. (Similar events are taking
place in Europe with the help of the Organization for
European Economic Cooperation under whose auspices synopses for modem secondary school mathematics were published in 1961.)
Any assessment of the role we have played in this
progress must be left to others, but we think some
1000 good Haverfordians who have been guinea pigs
in the experiments should take a bow for their contributions—both pre- and post-Sputnik. It is a pleasure to
report to you that Haverford is well known in mathematical circles because of your activities in the freshman mathematics course. The volumes of modern
mathematics which you helped to organize and polish,
now widely used in both colleges and high schools,
have without question had an influence on the revolution in mathematics which is now in full swing. In
this, you and all Haverfordians can take just pride. •

AN OFFER
WHEREAS the authors of The Principles of Mathematics
are grateful to the "guinea pigs" of the
classes 1947-53, on whom they experimented
in the writing of this text, and,
WHEREAS said authors wish to nurture the continuing
interest of Haverfordians in mathematics,
particularly in mathematics at Haverford
College, and
WHEREAS said authors want to make a further contribution to the furnishing of the mathematics
seminar room to serve as a memorial to their
former associates, Haverford's well-beloved
professors, Legh Wilber Reid and Albert
Harris Wilson,
NEW THEREFORE, the authors agree to send to each
"guinea pig" from these classes, on application, an autographed copy of said book in
the hope that each recipient will send in a
gift, nominal or otherwise, in support of this
memorial in the new science building.
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many faculty activities this spring: John
Spielman, Jr. (history) a Fulbright fellowship
winner . . . John Ashmead (English) addressed
the Conference on College Composition and Communication in Los Angeles . . . Hugh Borton, baccalaureate
speaker at Slippery Rock State College . . . Robert
Walter ( chemistry) awarded $40,000 grant for
three year research program on effects of substitution on the physical and chemical properties of free
radicals . . . Alfred Diamant (political science) pre.
sented paper, "Process of Political Modernization in
Developing Countries," before the American Society
for Public Administration in Washington . . . George
Kennedy ( classics ), Haverford College grant of $624
for work he is doing on a book on Roman rhetoric
. . . Theodore Hetzel ( engineering) speaker at the
Indian Rights Assn. annual meeting in Philadelphia
. . . Laurence B. Holland ( English), Collection
speaker . . . Henry J. Cadbury ( Quakerism) gave
the two Haverford Library Lectures for 1963 . . .
William Docherty (physical education), named to
the NCAA committee which will administer the first
annual national small college golf championships at
Springfield, Mo. . . . Herman and Mrs. Somers, recipients of the annual Elizur Wright award presented
by the American Risk Insurance Assn. for the most
outstanding contribution to the literature of insurance
during the past year . . . George A. Heise (psychology ), speaker before the N. J. Psychological Assn,
. . . Harry W. Pfund ( German) is president of the
National Carl Schurz Assn., and is a co-founder and
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contributor to magazine American-German Review
. . . Philip Bell ( economics ), author of "Private
Capital Movements and the U. S. Balance-of-Payments
Position," prepared for the Joint Economic Committee,
Congress of the United States . . . Edwin Bronner
( history), author of two recent articles: "Friends and
Business" in Friends Journal, and "I Refuse to Testify:
1800 and Since" in The Social Studies . . . John Davi.
son ( music) had the middle movement of his selec.
tion "Triptych," written for orchestra and men's chorus,
performed by the Valley Forge Military Academy
chorus over WFLN, Philadelphia . . . William Davi.
don's ( physics) nationwide TV appearance as one
member of a panel of three scientists discussing ethics
in the sciences drew wide attention . . . Clarence
Pickett (Christian ethics) elected chairman of Phila.
delphia's Police Advisory Board . . . Guy Davenport
( English) has illustrated an enlarged edition of the
book Integrated Teaching Materials, a 550-page volume for prospective teachers . . . Frederic Palmer,
jr. (physics emeritus ), one of 6 "founding fathers"
of the American Assn. of Physics Teachers who at•
tended a meeting of the association in New York City
to record events surrounding the formation of the
group in 1930. . . John P. Chesick ( chemistry)„
recipient of a $6,006 U. S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare grant . . . Howard Comfort
( classics ), speaker at the University of Kentuc
16th annual foreign language conference.

Dave Olton '64 checks on one of
the white rats used in psychology
department studies of behavior.

Patterns
from
Pellets
photo by Earl Shutt

by DAVID S. OLTON '64

idea of watching a rat press a lever may seem
both dull and uninteresting, but on the third and
fourth floors of Sharpless Hall are kept some fifty
white rats which are used by students in courses and
by a professor for his research. To a psychologist, this
behavior is not only interesting; it is, at times, even
exciting, for from it he can gain an insight into many
of the complicated variables that influence behavior.
The psychologist, when he attempts to separate and
measure the influence of these variables, is in a position very similar to that of the chemist who wishes to
measure the properties of a given chemical compound.
Unless the chemist purifies his compound by isolating
it from all others in its environment, the properties
which he attributes to it may, in reality, be those of
impurities which were present in the experimental
situation.
In the same manner, the psychologist, if he is to
obtain accurate and meaningful results, must control
the extraneous influences of the animal's environment,
both external and internal. The lever box, one of the
psychologist's "purifiers," effectively isolates the experimental animal from many of the distractions that
surround him: other animals, lights, noises, etc. And
a strict feeding schedule, which regulates both the
amount and the time of feeding, helps to standardize
the internal state of the animal entering into the experiment.
The rat's viewpoint in the experimental situation is
well illustrated in the photograph on the following
page. The lever which the animal is pressing operates
electrically a mechanism that will deliver a food pellet
into the small opening seen underneath the animal's
forelegs.
When the animal is first placed in a lever box, he
will sniff around and explore it, eventually bumping
into the lever by accident, depressing it, and obtaining
a food pellet. Although he may not return to the lever
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immediately, at some future time he will again hit the
lever and obtain a pellet. Afer several of these pairings
of lever-press and food, which may take more than an
hour to accomplish, there will come a very dramatic
and sudden change in the animal's behavior. He will
stand at the lever and press it as rapidly as he can,
taking time out only to eat the pellets that he receives.
The animal has "learned" that a lever press will procure food for him, and the next time that he is placed
in the lever box he will go immediately to the lever
and start pressing it.
The light which is seen over the rat's head may act
as a "discriminative stimulus." One can arrange the
situation so that a lever-press when the light is on
will yield a food pellet, while a lever-press when the
light is off will not. Thus the animal is being "reinforced" during the light-on interval, and is being "extinguished" during the light-off interval.
FIRST the animal will respond with lever-pressing
regardless of the characteristics of the light. Soon,
however, he begins to respond less and less frequently during the light-off interval until his response
in this situation is truly extinguished. He will leverpress at his original rate during the light-on interval,
but will almost entirely stop during the light-off interval. Consequently, as a result of these two processes of reinforcement and extinction, which are
fundamental to all learning, rat or human, the experimenter has made the light into a discriminative stimulus; it now gives the rat some information about the
likelihood of his receiving a food pellet as a reward
for his lever press.
Obviously, the experimenter must have some reliable way of measuring the response behavior of his

A

A psychology major from Richmond, Va., David Olton is commodore of the sailing team, circulation manager of the Haverford News, and captain of the band. He spent last summer as
a mess boy on a schooner which, he says, has no bearing on his
interest in rats, food, and behavior patterns! His father is the
Rev. Robert M. Olton '30.

animal. One of the methods is use of a cumulative
recorder. This equipment registers the number of responses the animal makes and their location in time,
as well as the periods of light-on and light-off. In this
manner, the experimenter obtains a complete record
of the animal's response pattern and the changes that
it undergoes during the experiment.
There is, however, one major difficulty with this
method, as there is with every method used to measure behavior. The only aspects of the experimental
situation that can be observed are the experimenter's
changes in the animal's environment and the resultant
changes in the animal's behavior. As the cartoon from
the Columbia Jester so aptly points out, the experimenter can never know the actual experiences of the
animal between these two events. Still, in spite of this,
the method is both convenient and adequate, for if an
animal consistently shows a behavior pattern in the
presence of a stimulus, does not show this behavior
in the absence of the stimulus, and if this stimulus
change is the only change that has occurred in the
animal's environment, then one can be quite sure that
it is this particular stimulus that is acting as a discriminative one.
From this deceptively simple situation a multitude
of variations can be developed, each one capable of
measuring another variable in the behavior pattern.
Let's take a brief look at a few of these.
of the more interesting findings is reported
by B. F. Skinner, who arranged the food mechanism on a "Skinner Box" so it would deliver a
food pellet to the animal every now and then, regardless of the animal's behavior. Several hours later, he
observed the animal performing any one of a variety
of weird gyrations, such as turning around in circles
or pecking at certain spots in the cage.
Skinner explains this unusual behavior by pointing
out that, although the animal does not have to behave
in any given manner to obtain a food pellet, the delivery of a pellet will reinforce any movement that
immediately preceded it. Thus, the animal attributes
a false causality between his actions and the reward.
And it is true, that if he continues to turn circles long
enough, he will eventually receive another pellet which
will reinforce him once more. As a result, the animal
continues to perform what Skinner very appropriately
NE
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"Boy, have I got this guy conditioned! Every time I press the bar
down he drops in a piece of food."

Reprinted by permission from the Columbia University Jester.
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Rat presses lever to obtain food pellet.

photo courtesy of George Hein

labels "superstitious behavior", a behavioral pattern
that is familiar to almost everyone.
William Philips '66, a psychology major here, is
experimenting with the effects of electroconvulsive
shock on learning. The "consolidation hypothesis"
states that it takes a period of time for learning to
consolidate in the brain and become permanent. If
this process is interrupted, as it is with electroconvulsive shock, the animal should retain little, if any, of
his learning just prior to the shock. At this point, the
crucial data have not yet been gathered from the
animal.
Bill's experiment is useful in illustrating one of the
more valuable uses of animal experiments. The electroconvulsive shock is an extremely traumatic event and
affects both humans and animals in a very similar
manner. Thus the information that Bill gains will be
applicable to the human learning situation, but obviously it could not be obtained from human subjects.
Other experiments, involving electrodes in the brain
or the removal of sections of the brain, give us invaluable information about the physiological character.
istics of this organ, and, again, this data cannot be
obtained from human subjects.
Another advantage of animal experimentation is the
relative ease with which the extraneous variables can
be controlled. The prejudices, attitudes, and moods
that a person carries around with him all affect his
behavior, and these factors are largely absent in the
rat. Also, the rat's motivation can be varied by the
simple process of deprivation of food.
No psychologist would attempt to apply directly the
results from the rat experiments to the human situation; even the gap between monkeys and men cannot
be bridged without adequate experimentation. Still,
many of the results that have been obtained with animals have also been obtained from human subjects.
Thus, the data from animal experiments do not "explain" human behavior, but they do give us a great
insight into the variables which underlie and influence
our own behavior.

COMPUTER CENTER: Tripled capacity of the
memory units in the jointly-owned Haverford-Bryn
Mawr College IBM 1620 computer will be made possible by August through cooperative purchase of
$120,000 in new equipment. Value of the data processing system, located here and owned and operated
by both colleges on a joint-use basis, will be nearly
doubled, although cost to each college will be only
$20,000 because of the educational discount offered by
IBM. In addition to 40,000 added "memory units,"
other new equipment will include a more rapid tabulator, an additional punch, and a set of counters. The
expanded facilities will make possible improved programing. A fee system will enable the colleges to
liquidate the new purchase cost within several years.

NDEA: After thorough consideration, the Board of
Managers agreed that the College should continue its
present policy with respect to the student loan program of the National Defense Education Act of 1958
as amended by the Act of Oct. 16, 1962. The Board
said that while it was gratified that the disclaimer
affidavit of belief, provided in the original legislation,
has now been eliminated, other requirements of
NDEA regarding student loans are such that it is
their judgment "that a college with the traditions and
ideals of Haverford should not participate in the program as it now exists." The Board agreed that the
College should provide from other funds for student
loans "on a comparable basis without the objectionable requirements of NDEA."

CAMPUS COMMENTARY
compiled by BARCLAY M. BOLLAS

SENIOR PLANS: According to the Haverford News,
72 percent of the senior class will move to other
campuses next fall, 50 percent for further work in the
arts, sciences, and business, and 22 percent for law or
medicine.
WHEELS: Many campus activities change administrations this spring. Among them: Students' Council—
Ronald M. Shapiro '64, president; John Zapp '65,
Kennett Square, Pa., secretary; George Nichols '65,
Arlington, Va., treasurer; Donald Reinfeld '64, East
Meadow, N. Y., orchestra president; Robert Bates '64,
Woodstock, Conn., glee club president.

use penn's accelerator
Two members of the physics department, Fay
Selove and Charles Holbrow, are utilizing the
University of Pennsylvania's new 14-million-electron-volt tandem Van de Graaff accelerator, one
of a dozen in the world, in a cooperative research
program. The two are experimental nuclear physicists whose main interest lies in nuclear structure.
Drs. Selove and Holbrow will study the energy
levels of certain light and medium weight nuclei,
and try to pinpoint the parameters of these nuclear energy levels. They plan to spend several
days a month at the tandem facility to obtain
raw data, taking them to the college for analysis.
It is expected that much of the analysis will be
facilitated by the use of the IBM 1620 computer
here.

"This arrangement provides a unique opportunity for college physicists to do meaningful research in nuclear physics; using extremely good
equipment, while still continuing to teach undergraduates in a liberal arts college," observes Mrs.
Selove. Dr. Holbrow points out that it also provides an opportunity to introduce advanced students to physics in its professional aspects.

SERVICE FUND AND SHARED FACILITIES: A
broad community service project, bringing Haverford
undergraduates into contact with their Main Line
neighbors, began this spring under guidance of Students' Council. Key ingredients: a clean-up fix-up day
at area residences, Saturday morning sports clinics for
boys 9-12 each week on campus, special interest trips
to Philadelphia points ( e.g.: Zoo, Aquarama, Franklin
Institute), hopefully, next fall, a local tutorial project,
an adult night school program, and expanded use of
the College library by neighbors . . . In recent months
the College has also opened its facilities for use of the
American Study Assn., Young Friends Committee of
No. America, a curriculum workshop by the state's
Department of Public Instruction, the American Assn.
of University Professors, an area League of Women's
Voters group, the Junior Astronomers of NYU . . .
Summer programs have been reduced this year to give
the staff time to relocate the science departments.
Scheduled, however, are the Pennsylvania Conference
of Economics, Friends Conference on Religion and
Psychology, a program of N.W. Ayer Co., the Pennsylvania Office of Public Assistance, Eastern District
Congress of Christian Education, Vine Memorial Baptist Church, Tri-State Presbyterian Youth Conference,
Baptist State Convention.
SPEAKERS: Many top men in their fields have been
on campus during the spring months. Among them:
German governmental leader Fritz Erler, American
socialist Norman Thomas, Shakespearean authority
Maynard Mack of Yale, housing and home finance
administrator Robert Weaver, nuclear physicist Hans
H. Staub, and James Tobin, former member of President Kennedy's Council of Economic Advisors . .
Also: cartoonist Jules Feiffer (Sick, Sick, Sick and
other books ), author Philip Roth, poet and critic
Hans Egon Holthusen, Loren C. Eiseley (University
professor of anthropology and history of science, U. of
Pa.), I. M. Levitt ( director of the Fels Planetarium of
the Franklin Institute ), artist Harold Weston.
Continued on page 14
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Douglas Van Steere

NE of the little things that has earned for Haverford College the fine reputation it has in the
academic world has been the practice of having
various leaders in its departments continue to teach
introductory courses. It was in such a course, Philosopy
II, as the class was introduced to Descartes, Spinoza,
Kant, and Nietzsche that I first came to know Douglas
Steere. He was a man with the ability to inspire, to
question, and to challenge. Yet he never failed to encourage and support.
I can never remember a time when a course with
him became simply an academic presentation of men's
thoughts. As we moved from an examination and discussion of one man's ideas to another, I always had
the idea that we were being taken deeper and deeper
into the meaning of life and toward its very source.
He could easily cut through and destroy some super-

O

teaching was
their
life work
photo by Cal and Don Young

ENRY J. CADBURY is a born teacher—with keen
mind, wide knowledge, dedication to truth,
clarity of expression, sympathy, humor and high
ideals. If at times he has shocked his audience it has
only been to jolt them out of their ruts and their
stereotypes. And as he has grown older the jolts have
been gentler and the shocks less painful.
He graduated from Haverford 60 years ago and
began teaching here in 1910 before he had received
his PhD from Harvard, remaining until 1919 when he
joined the Harvard faculty. After an interlude of eight
years on the Bryn Mawr campus, he returned to
Harvard in 1934 as Hollis Professor of Divinity—one
of its most honored posts. He held this chair for 20
years and during this period was one of the 32 scholars who produced the Revised Standard Version of
the Bible. Since 1954 he has lectured at Haverford,
Pendle Hill, and elsewhere in the United States and
abroad, and has done extensive research and writing
in the fields of the Bible and Quakerism. Since 1956
he has been chairman of the board of directors of
Bryn Mawr College.
While teaching at Haverford in 1917 he was one of
the small group who formed the American Friends
Service Committee which ever since has been a than.

H

AVERFORD COLLEGE, each year, produces a small
number of engineers. Professor Clayton William
Holmes has devotedly trained this group since
his arrival at Haverford in 1930.
Born in Manchester, N. H., Clayton Holmes served
with the U. S. Army during World War I. He taught
grade school in Durham, N. H., while attending college and received his B.S. in mechanical engineering
from the University of New Hampshire in 1926. He
was on the faculty of the University of New Hampshire from 1926 until 1928 where he taught physics
and mechanical engineering. From 1928 until 1930 he
taught mathematics and mechanical engineering at
Lowell Textile Institute. Clayton Holmes earned his
M.A. degree at Haverford in 1933 and his professional
ME degree from the University of New Hampshire in
1937.
A registered professional engineer in the state of
Pennsylvania, he has worked for the Boston and Maine

H

Clayton William Holmes

ficial structure, some statement or immature idea, and
yet he was endowed with the talent and sources to

provide the substance for building in his students solid
foundations for life.
He could suggest a mystery that would send the
searching mind deeper and deeper into the heart of
truth. He spoke from the inner resources of his own
faith and he breathed his own life into whatever he
taught. It was his genuine warmth and enthusiasm
for his subject that would inspire a chemistry major
to put more effort into a paper on Schopenhauer than
he did on any other paper written for an arts course.
Douglas Steere made many contributions to the
Haverford men who have known him in his 35-year
career which, after a final sabbatical, will close in 1964.
Perhaps his greatest gift has been the example of his

own experience in the "Life of the Spirit". Not all of
the men who have studied under him have been able
to travel this road with him. Few, if any, have been
able to penetrate its depths to the fullness with which
he has been blessed.
As a teacher he does not tell us the way to life, he
simply suggests a mystery. Seek silence; learn to listen;
penetrate the depth of prayer; let your life be open to
its creative source and to the source of creativity in
us all.
In all of us who have known Douglas Steere and
have searched the path to truth with him, there is a
great sense of indebtedness for the wisdom and insight, the friendship and love, the faith, and knowledge, the confidence and peace he imparted to us all.
—REV. CARL N. KuNz, JR., '58

nel through which he has put his Quaker beliefs into
action. He was chairman of the Committee during his
last six years on the Bryn Mawr faculty and, after a
lapse of 10 years, resumed the post in 1944. This required frequent trips between Philadelphia and Cambridge, where he was living, and the long range
guidance of the Committee was no easy task. In the
fall of 1959 he finally persuaded the Committee to
accept his resignation. While this relieved him of some
responsibilities it by no means ended his activities, as
he became chairman of the Peace Education Division,
one of the most difficult and active sections of the
Committee which now administers over 60 programs
in the United States and abroad.
The passing years have not dimmed Henry Cadbury's spirit, dulled his wit, or lessened his contributions in the fields of religion, Quaker service and education. He has accepted many honors with modesty.
As he now retires after over half a century of teaching,
it can be said of him as of the Clerke of Oxenford
and gladly wolde he lerne and gladly teche". But,
unlike another Oxonian who refused to retire at 80, he
cannot be charged with having all the Christian virtues except resignation.
—HAROLD EVANS '07

Henry Joel Cadbury

photo by Fabian Bachrach

Railroad, has done test engineering for Philadelphia
Electric and market research for the Westinghouse
Electric Company in their thermodynamic section during a sabbatical leave from Haverford.
Those of us who studied engineering at Haverford
under Clayton Holmes shall well remember his "downeaster" reference to "alpher, bater, and gammer." It
is refreshing to remember his "The faculty don't want
you fellers using no bad English!" and "Zeros don't
add up very fast."
It was not unusual for Clayton Holmes to stamp
into class with his pipe clinched in his mouth as
though he were about to bring the world to an abrupt
end and then break into his brilliant smile and restore
the natural balance of things.

the feller reading it didn't know his ABC's"—practical
advice of lasting value.
Upon leaving Haverford, Clayton and his vivacious
wife, Blanche, will retire to Mr. Holmes' ancestral
home in Northwood, N. H., where he will, no doubt,
further pursue his hobbies of restoring weight-driven
clocks and cabinet making.
Clayton and Blanche Holmes are rightly proud of
their son, Robert, also a Haverford graduate ( 1949 )
and of their three grandchildren. Robert Holmes is a
phytoplanktonologist at Scripps Institute of Oceanography in La Jolla, Calif.
Haverford will miss Clayton Holmes and those of
us who have studied engineering with his guidance
will remember well both his teaching and character.

His teaching has given all of us who studied with

—C. WILLIS EDGERTON JR. '49

him the ability to stand back and analyze our work
in a practical way. "You cannot build a stone wall
with bricks" . . . or . . . "Write this report as though

"There is no possible chance for a person being educated except through his own exertions ." —Isaac Sharpless
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Looking over plans for the new dormitory—on the site of the planned

photo by Earl Shall

building—are president Hugh Borton (right) and Walter Baker, vicepresident for development.

"Announcement was made today that Haverford College had
received subscriptions of $82,000
to cover the cost of construction
of a dormitory to accommodate
80 students. Although these facilities will provide for almost
double the present enrollment of
43, currently quartered in Founders Hall, the donors have expressed their faith that the College would soon grow and make
good use of the new facility."

s

um an announcement might have appeared in the
Philadelphia newspapers in 1875. The dormitory,
of course, was Barclay Hall; the benefactors, a
group of Managers, alumni and other friends of the
College led by Jacob P. Jones, parent of a former
student.
Haverford was built by such acts of faith. The tradition continues today.
With a new Chemistry-Mathematics-Physics Building nearly completed and in confidence that the de-
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mand for education of Haverford quality will amply
justify the investment involved, the College is about
to take the next two major steps in its building program.
The first involves the reconstruction of Sharpless
Hall and the second, the erection of a new dormitory.
This is a report on these projects, and on the current
status of the Development Program of which they are
a part.
First, let us consider what must be done to give
Haverford's science departments teaching facilities
comparable to the abilities of the faculty and students
using them. In July, the three new tenants will move
into the Chemistry-Mathematics-Physics Building, and
the biology and psychology departments will be transferred temporarily to the newly vacated Lyman
Beecher Hall Chemistry Laboratory.
The plans then call for substantially rebuilding
Sharpless Hall at a cost of $700,000. Members of the
Resources and Development Committee, on a recent
inspection trip, were greatly impressed with the work
being done there by the biology and psychology departments. They were also struck by the handicaps
imposed on students and teachers by overcrowding

and the resulting inefficient use of space. After careful
review of the plans for this renovation, and of alternative means of solving the problems of these departments, they came away convinced that the present
plan has been carefully thought through and will best
meet the needs involved.
Each of these departments has also received impressive recognition from outside observers for the
work it is doing. Both have financed a substantial
portion of their present equipment with grants from
foundations interested in their projects and in their
fresh approach to the teaching of their subjects.
The latest of such awards, totalling $445,000, was
given to the biology department by the Rockefeller
Foundation and the National Institutes of Health.
Some $238,000 of this will be available toward the cost
of the department's quarters in the "new" building and
the remaining $207,000 will be used for summer fellowships for students, movable equipment for a Junior
laboratory, and for an additional faculty member
specializing in electronmicroscopy.
In addition to other structural changes, the fourth
floor of the building will be extended so that the psychology and biology departments each will have two
floors, so arranged as to meet present needs and expanding requirements as the College grows. The large
lecture room will be shared "by the two departments,
but each will have needed rooms for seminars and
small classes and adequate, well arranged laboratories
with sufficient space for faculty and student research.
HE new dormitory is planned to house 131 students, approximately half of whom will come
from the overcrowded suites in Barclay and Lloyd
Halls. Its three stories will cross the south end of
Leeds Hall and extend from near the edge of Walton
Field into the area behind the present chemistry
building. With Leeds, it will form the basis of the
residential quadrangle planned for this area in the

T

future.
The fundamental consideration in planning this
structure has been the needs of the students who will
use it. An undergraduate committee was consulted at
an early stage and the accumulated experience of Vice

President Archibald MacIntosh and Deans William
Cadbury and James Lyons have guided the architect,
Vincent J. Kling, in drafting the specifications and preparing preliminary sketches.
Basically, its design for living will be reminiscent of
Lloyd Hall with small individual study-bedrooms
combined with living rooms in suites of three or four.
There will also be a few combination suites in which
adjacent rooms either can serve individual students or
can be joined to make a double bedroom-living room
unit.
The slope of the ground makes it desirable to build
different sections of the dormitory on different levels.
Further interest will be added to the appearance of
the building by variations in its depth, and by the
archway which will pass through it to connect the
Henry S. Drinker Music Center with the rest of the
campus. The building will be faced with field stone
like its neighbor, Leeds Hall.
Current estimates indicate that its total cost, in-

cluding landscaping, bringing in the utilities, etc., will

come to $800,000. An application for an amortizing
loan in this amount is being filed with the government's Housing and Home Finance Agency.
"We are very pleased with the way this dormitory
is shaping up," says Mr. MacIntosh, chairman of the
committee working with the architect. "It will be
neither a barracks-type nor a luxurious accommodation, but we believe it will look well, fit in with the
rest of the campus, and meet the needs of our students both for study and general living purposes."
INALLY, we come to the crucial question of financing the above improvements and the other present capital needs of Haverford's Development
Program as summarized below.

F

Chemistry-Mathematics-Physics
Building
$2,000,000
Renovation of Sharpless Hall
700,000
New Dormitory
800,000
Remodeling former Chemistry
Building
100,000
200,000
Library Improvements
Total Physical Improvements $3,800,000
500,000
Faculty Salary Fund
Student Loan and Scholarship
100,000
Fund
$4,400,000

As this is written, the Development Program campaign has produced gifts and subscriptions aggregating $1,645,000 of which $1,432,000 came from individual donors.* In addition, Haverford has received
other grants and gifts which bring the total since the
start of the campaign above $2,100,000. As indicated
above, we have $238,000 for renovating Sharpless, and
we have applied for an $800,000 loan for the new
dormitory. If this is approved, the total subscribed or
on hand and available for the above purposes comes
to $2,683,000 and the balance required to $1,717,000.
It is disappointing that we have not yet received a
volume of large grants from foundations to eliminate
this deficiency. Until we develop such support, Haverford will be severely handicapped both in its future
planning and in its current operations.
Like the builders of Barclay, however, we go forward with faith in Haverford's future. They were
rightly convinced that the College would attract the
well-qualified students necessary to make their work
worth while.
We have a similar conviction that from foundations,
corporations and individuals with a concern for quality, we shall obtain the additional backing we must
have to meet Haverford's acute needs. No one who
knows the teachers and students at Haverford today
doubts that this faith is well-founded.
by WALTER C. BAKER
Vice President for Development

*In the first two weeks of May, we received an additional $84,000 in subscriptions toward the $1.6 million
goal for individual gifts as well as $53,000 in grants
from foundations: Kresge ($25,000), United States Steel
($15,000), National Science ($13,000). These brought
the total for individuals to $1,516,000 and the overall
campaign figure to $1,782,000.
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SCOUT LEADER Charles Thrall '63 of Ann Arbor, Mich. (above), has
devoted many Monday nights and weekends to Troop 226 of the
Church of the Redeemer (Bryn Mawr). Here he's helping Mark Torrence, son of Haskell Torrence '43 and Charles Whitaker (right) with
bandaging. POLITICAL WORKER W. Geoffrey Lawn '63 of Chester,
Pa. (below), distributes pre-election literature to a Haverford housewife. SERVICE FUND LEADER Ronald Shapiro '64 of Wyncote, Pa., is
one of a group of students directing a broad athletic, cultural and
study project among youngsters in the Ardmore area.
photo by Earl Shull

photo by Earl Shull
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TUTOR James Bundy '64 of Silver Spring, Md. (center view, above),
spends his Saturday mornings helping youngsters in the Philadelphia
schools as part of a multi-college tutorial project. CHOIR MEMBER
Griffith Smith '65 of Ligonier, Pa. (above), sings each Sunday at
neighboring Bryn Mawr Presbyterian Church. HOSPITAL AIDE Michael
L. (Ed) Rainey '65 of Abington, Pa. (below), has given over 2,000
hours of volunteer service, primarily in the emergency ward, at
Abington Hospital. He plans to study medicine.
photo by Earl Shull

Beyond the campus their
interests spread,
these students living
away from home.
They hurry purposefully,
toward a hospital, school,
scout room, church—
filling roles which bring
them satisfaction,
bring their adopted
community needed assistance, bring their college
credit. All are
volunteers; they earn no
money, receive no
"points." There are others
—many—like these six,
who do a quiet
job, and do it well.
Griffith Smith '65

CAMPUS COMMENTARY
. . . continued from page 7
PUBLIC AFFAIRS: Changing role of the Republican
Party in No. Carolina, a governmental and political
reform movement in Reading, Pa., non-violence as a
method of social action, and an examination of the
economic effects of the E. African Customs Union
will be focal points of four studies by seniors this
summer under public affairs research grants provided
by the Ford Foundation. Granted a total of $4,000
were Ronald M. Shapiro, Wyncote, Pa. (No. Carolina ), David K. Leonard, Reading ( reform ), Jefferson Stanley III, Somerville, N. J. and Herbert Blumberg, Philadelphia ( non-violence ), and Michael
Todaro, NYC ( Africa ).

photo by Gerald Harter
Javelin thrower Stu Levitt '63

PIERCED IMAGE?: Javelin thrower Stu Levitt '63,
Shaker Heights, 0., has been making a name for himself and Haverford on the sports pages. Traveling to
the Florida Relays in Gainesville he tossed the javelin
230' 4M" and then returned North to take another first
place in the Queens-Iona Relays at Randalls Island,
N. Y. (218' 3%" ). He placed first in the Penn Relays,
too, with a heave of 225'
and now he's aiming for
the National AAU championships in St. Louis in June.
He'll be at NCAA College Division track and field
championships in Chicago June 7-8 and at NCAA track
and field championships in Albuquerque June 12-14.
Wrote the Philadelphia Inquirer in a sports feature:
"Javelin Pierces Haverford Image" . . . If you're flying
a BOAC plane look for a photo-feature of a cricket
match here between their NYC staff and the Fords
. . . Looking ahead to next fall, alumni should circle
these gridiron dates: Oct. 5, Wagner, away; Oct. 12,
Dickinson, home; Oct. 19, Johns Hopkins, homecoming;
Oct. 26, Hamilton, away; Nov. 9, Ursinus, away; Nov.
16, Wilkes, home; Nov. 23, Swarthmore, away . . .
New captains: basketball, Eliot Williams '64, Winsted,
Conn.; swimming, Richard Adelmann '65, Upper
Montclair, N. J., and Stanley Young '66, Raleigh, N. C.;
fencing, William Shafer '64, Reading, Pa.
BARBER SHOPS: Spurred by the campus Civil Rights
Committee, student delegations tested Bryn Mawr and
Ardmore barber shops during the spring for alleged
discriminatory practices after, they claim, a student
was denied a haircut at a local shop. Findings were
turned over to the Pennsylvania Human Relations
Commission which reportedly has taken initial action.
Said the Main Line Times ( Ardmore, Pa. ) on its editorial page: "It is a sad commentary that a bunch of
college students, virtually alone and unaided, have to
assume the role of law-enforcement agents . . . we
suggest that Haverford join with other colleges in the
state to broaden and extend the thrust for equal
service . . ."
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ETCETERA: Sophomores Andy Phelps, Washington,
D. C., and William Yelon, Bayside, N. Y., are coinventors of a game of "random tic-tac-toe" which
they use as a method for testing and bringing forth
the psychic function. Their research in extra-sensory
perception brought them an expense-paid trip to Duke
University this spring where they were guests of Dr.
J. B. Rhine and his para-psychology lab . . . More
emphasis is being placed upon on-campus residence
for students, according to dean of students James
Lyons . . . Over 3,000 books sent to Livingstone College, N. C., as the result of a drive here headed by
Loren Ghiglione '63, of New York City. They'll be used
as the nucleus for a lending library in the Negro college . . . Aid also was sent to Negroes in Leflore
County, Greenwood, Miss., and during vacation students joined in a work project to aid distressed Negroes
in Fayette County, Tenn. . . . Twice in recent months
the College has been picked for inspection by foreign
delegations sponsored by U. S. State Dept. Fifteen
Latin American educators observed operation of the
honor system, and five French-speaking Tunisian
student leaders were sent here to observe life at a
"typical small American men's college" . . . Haverford
is one of 33 Eastern and Midwestern colleges and
universities sharing facilities and students with Princeton under a cooperative Undergraduate Program for
Critical Languages, financed by a $125,000 Carnegie
Corp., grant . . . The College's own new foreign language workshop, which uses tape recordings as pronunciation models, gains in popularity. . . . Two texts
on higher mathematics have been written from Philips
lectures given at the College. The first, Introduction to
Knot Theory, came out this spring; second, about
number theory and analysis, will be published in December . . . Former president Gilbert F. White is the
author of the lead article in a recent issue of Scientific
American. "The Mekong River Plan" tells of a historic experiment in river development among four
southeast Asian nations . . . William Riggan '63,
Hartford, Conn., sent to Lafayette College for several
days in exchange with one of their seniors . . . $1570
"Aid to Education" grant received from Gulf Oil Corp.
COACHING CHANGES: Veteran grid mentor Roy
Randall, after 29 years at the helm, has turned over

EXAM PLAN: Final exam plan is now final. Faculty
stamp of approval was given this spring to the twicetried program whereby students self-schedule their
examinations. Praise went to Kent Smith '63, New York
City, for instituting the widely-publicized system. A
report from the Information Office shows that the
story has been carried by at least 21 newspapers and
magazines with a circulation totaling 2,234,000.

photo by Harold Walker '66
INTERNATIONAL BOND: Wielding brushes, a half-dozen students
inked the Chinese characters of the Buddhist prayer ritual and discussed through this medium the teachings of Confucius and the
Buddhist practice of meditation during a half-year non-credit seminar.
Professor Paul Desjardins (center) drew upon the assistance of
Shuntetsu Koshi (left), one of three Zen Masters of a famous shrine
in Kamakura, Japan. Working on the right is John S. Major '64,
Bergenfield, N. J. Program got its initial stimulation through a tricollege Ford Foundation series. Calligraphy proved a helpful means
of introducing students to non-Western culture.

the football coaching chores to William Docherty, his
long-time assistant. Roy's squads had compiled a 68108-10 record since he came here in 1933. Randall retains his responsibilities as professor of physical education, director of athletics, and head baseball coach
. Docherty will be assisted by Ernie Prudente and
a newcomer, Carmen Falcone, who assumes the backfield chores after 7 years on high school grid staffs.
FOUNDERS CLUB: Fifteen new members include:
Lawrence Auer, John Cole, George Houston, Scott Gilliam, Kent Smith, George Smith, Charles Powers,
Michael Werner, Lindsley Williams, Benedict Stavis,
all seniors; and junior David Yaffe; faculty members
George Kennedy ( classics ), Ernest Prudente (physical
education), and Fay Selove (physics) . . . Honorary
membership went to groundskeeper Lew Coursey, who
first came to Haverford in 1922.
ARTS SERIES: Signed for next year are: the Weavers, a folk singing troupe; Structures Sonores, an instrumental group; the Circle in the Square Co., which
will perform Dylan Thomas' "Under Milkwood";
Amerita, a group of 16 musicians from the Philadelphia Orchestra; and Julian "Cannonball" Adderly, one
of the best known names in jazz today . . . There has
been a wealth of good orchestral and vocal music programs on campus during the spring . . . Drama Club
presented 4 one-act plays.
DEFICIT: Partly because of costs arising from the
new science building it is anticipated that the College
will run with a deficit of $35,000 to $37,000 for the
fiscal year beginning this June. A moratorium on general salary increases has been set; tuition and fees will
not be raised, although a hike can be anticipated for
e 1964-5 year.

AWARDS: One out of every seven members of the
senior class won a Woodrow Wilson Fellowship for
graduate study. The College ranks 11th in the nation
in number of grantees and is believed to have the
highest ratio. Honorees are: Lawrence Auer, W.
Caldwell, N. J.; William H. Beik, Swarthmore, Pa.;
James D. Blumenthal, New York City; John R. Cole,
Syracuse, N. Y.; Dan D. Crawford, Philadelphia;
Edwin M. Hartman, Rochester, N. Y.; David Hunt,
Rochester, N. Y.; Stephen C. Johnson, Ardmore, Pa.;
John D. Margolis, Pittsburgh, Pa.; John H. Roberts,
Princeton, N. J.; Charles W. Smith, New Bloomfield,
Pa.; Stephen S. Smith, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Joseph H.
Taylor, Jr. Riverton, N. J.; Charles A. Thrall, Ann
Arbor, Mich.; Anthony F. Vincent, Providence, R. I.;
Michael Wichura, Hastings-on-Hudson, N. Y. . . . Cope
Fellowships went to Hunt and David Daneker, Baltimore, Md. . . . Named Founders Club "freshman of
the year" is Roy Gutman, W. Hartford, Conn. . . .
Honors Collection speakers: Hunt and Loren Ghiglione, New York City . . . National Science Foundation graduate fellowship winners were S. S. Smith,
Brooklyn, William "Pete" Dorwart, Lancaster, and
Wichura . . . Rockefeller Theological Fellowship to
Charles Powers, Lakewood, 0. . . . Four awards for
"best written" stories in the Haverford News during
the past year, each carrying a $25 stipend, went to
Ethan Feinsod '66, S. Orange, N. J. ( best feature ),
Norman Pearlstine '64, Collegeville, Pa. (best editorial), Murray Levin '64, Philadelphia ( best report
of a public address ), and Richard Cooper '64, Philadelphia ( best account of a sports event) . . . Revue
prose and poetry contest winners were, respectively,
Joel Sunderman '64, Philadelphia, and Alan Williamson
'64, Chicago.

ENGINEERING STUDENTS from the college tour the plant of the F. J.
Stokes Machine Co. in Philadelphia. Industrial relations director Neal
E. Drought describes the construction and operation of high-vacuum
diffusion pumps used in space technology research and in many modern industrial applications. The firm, founded by the late Francis J.
Stokes '94, includes among its officers and directors F. Joseph Stokes,
Jr. '35, David E. Stokes '44, and J. Tyson Stokes '28.
photo

by Theodore Hetzel '28

ALUMNI NEWS
'09
J. W. Stokes reports from Ogden, Utah,
that his wife, Edna, died suddenly in
Berkeley, Cal., as the result of a heart
attack.

'11
Daniel B. Boyer has been named 1963
"Man of the Year" by the Boyertown (Pa.)
Junior Chamber of Commerce. Gen. Carl
( Tooey) Spaatz, retired chief of the U. S.
Air Force and also a native of Boyertown,
presented the award plaque to Boyer.

'12
Henry M. Thomas, Jr., M.D., associate
professor emeritus of medicine at the Johns
Hopkins Medical Institutions, was elected
president of the Johns Hopkins Medical
and Surgical Assn. at this group's recent
biennial meeting.

'15
Ernest N. Votaw has been re-elected
chairman for 1963 of the Franklin County
(Pa.) Chapter of the National Conference
of Christians and Jews and vice chairman
for 1963 of the Franklin County Committee on Correction.

'18
At its 45th reunion dinner, held at the
Merion Cricket Club, Bennett S. Cooper
was elected class president and Herbert J.
Painter, secretary-treasurer. Robert Barry
and P. S. Thornton came from California
to attend this reunion. John W. Kendall
was welcomed warmly at what was his first
Haverford reunion.

'19
Thomas McConnell, 3rd, executive vice
president of C. Schmidt Sons, Inc., Philadelphia, has been elected chairman of the
United States Brewers Assn.

'22
Richard Sutton, addressed the Acadamic
Year Institute of the National Science
Foundation at Ohio State on April 3.
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'24

'23
has been acting manager
of the U. S. Department of Commerce
Field Office in Honolulu.
John C. Borton

Robert Schultz, dean and professor of
economics emeritus at Drew University,
Madison, N. J., has been on a trip around
the world with major emphasis on India.

Gaylord P. Harnwell, president of University of Pennsylvania, has been appointed

chairman of Governor Scranton's commit.
tee to organize a Pennsylvania Council of
Science and Technology. The council will
be used to point the way for the state to
develop job-creating potentials in science
and related industry.

This year the editors of The Record decided it
would be interesting to have in their yearbook
the comments of a Haverfordian who had been an
alumnus for fifty years. Stephen W. Meader, president of the class of 1913, was pleased to co-operate
and we are pleased to present, with the permission
of The Record editors, his words, written before
attending his fiftieth reunion:

Stephen Meader

photo by Denison Rich '66

HALF-CENTURY VISTA
o YOU men of Haverford, 1963, the year 1913 must appear only
slightly removed from the Dark Ages. To us who graduated in
that golden year it seems like yesterday.
Let us see what has changed and what has endured. Physically, you
say, the College must be vastly different? It's true that you have the
Field House and many other new structures. But the heart of the campus—Founders', Roberts, much of Lloyd, Barclay, the Library and the
Gym, the Science Buildings and Walton Field still stand as we knew
them. The great old trees still shadow lovely lawns. And all the lures
of a Haverford spring still torture young men 'trying to study for their
final exams.
We had our faculty idols in such great teachers as Francis Barton
Gummere, Rufus Jones, Lyman Beecher Hall and Isaac Sharpless. No
doubt you, too, have found inspiration in such men. Scholastic standards, high in our day, are higher still for you.
It was a smaller college when we were undergraduates. In a student
body of 170 it was possible even for a freshman to establish lifelong
friendships with lordly upperclassmen. Our very paucity of numbers
may have developed a unity, an esprit de corps that will never be so
strong again.
Perhaps we weren't quite as serious. After ten years of world peace
it seemed to us to be a permanent condition. America was a great
country, forging rapidly ahead in science and invention. Why, there
were almost as many automobiles as horses on Lancaster Pike, and
occasionally we heard the chatter of a stick-and-wire biplane overhead!
The atom was merely the smallest indivisible part of matter. So in our
innocence we played, as we worked, with great enthusiasm; won our
share of games; decorated the Gym for proms; harmonized on Founders' steps in the warm spring evenings.
Forgive us a bit of nostalgia as we look back. And may your own
memories of Haverford be as kind when you are fifty years older!
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STEPHEN W. MEADER
PRESIDENT, CLASS OF 1913

all photos by Earl Shull

Alumni Day, 1963
On this page we see more of the 5-Year Reunion Classes which came

shown. The Class of '33 dominates the upper right photograph. Below

together to form the largest group of alumni ever to attend an Alumni

at the left a portion of the Class of '38 is seen, and in the lower in-

Day luncheon in the Field House. In the center and slightly to the left

sert Ham Welbourn '38 is shown as he proudly announced his class's

in the photograph above, the impressive turnout of the Class of '23

25th Reunion Gift of $20,350—"with more to come!" The great Class

is shown. Under the leadership of class president Tat Brown the for-

of '43 (lower right), as usual, had a lively and well-attended reunion,

tieth reunion of these Haverfordians was a great success. At the upper

for which much credit was given Matt Lippincott.

left and upper center many of the members of the Class of '28 are
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